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Torture of Crime Victims, Nobel Prize Winner Association by Illinois State Police and Freedom of Press Violated; Letter To OPCW August 28 Included

I was beaten on 12/8/2012 with 15-20 broken bones. I filed a crime victim compensation request with the Illinois Attorney General (AG) office; crime victim compensation was denied as the Illinois AG said I did not cooperate when actually I asked the police to tell the attacker if found not to attack or beat other people. I theoretically won the Nobel Peace Prize as I applied for work with the OPCW and was in the Chicago area near O'hare and Midway on 12/9/2013 and 12/10/2013 in case I was asked to fly to Oslo, Norway or Stockholm, Sweden and pick up the award.

consider for any position-James T. Struck 14 books, inventions, 30 yrs libraries (9)
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Cook County Judges Maureen E. Connors, Patrick Quinn, Guardians Nathan Goldensen, Dan Belko, Cynthia Farenga, Sadeta Kalamperovic, Charles Golbert, Robert Harris, NU, RU, Weiss Hospital, Northbrook Police coerce and force harmful Haldol, ECT shock therapy and other chemicals on people associated with deaths of people. Chemical weapons are used on a widespread scale against people who are different, the National Socialists in fact gave U.S. use of shots without consent as their reason for the Holocaust.
U.S. banks too are invested in by Dutch and other interests. Overdraft money sadly can be associated with funding of chemical weapons distribution by chemical weapon suppliers. Chase took money in Europe then Chase was associated through some Rockefellers with chemical interests giving harmful treatment at Auschwitz.

The list of chemical weapons suppliers to Iraq involved many nations; the actual suppliers of chemicals used in Syria probably includes many nations too not Syria. Let's try to give rights to people with disabilities to NOT get chemicals without consent before more harmful U.S. weapon use in other countries. Philip Shenon's 12/21/2002 "THREATS AND RESPONSES: SUPPLIERS; Declaration Lists Companies That Sold Chemicals to Iraq" New York Times lists 31 foreign suppliers, 2 U.S. Suppliers of chemicals to Iraq. Syria's problem is too many chemicals everywhere NOT their eye doctor leader.
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I called the AG's office if I could ask for reconsideration on the crime victim request and the AG staff, they often do not give names, told me to come into ask for reconsideration. Illinois State Police Officer J. Jones badge 9346 arrested me as I was talking to WBEZ National Public Radio on my cell phone about how I arguably won the Nobel Peace Prize for applying for work at the OPCW walking into the State of Illinois building. Freedom of press and crime compensation victim law arguably violated, please drop telephone harassment charges as the statute 720 ILCS 135/1-2 was also repealed. Judges Maureen Connors, Patrick Quinn, Nathan Goldensen, Dan Belko, Carolyn Quinn, John Flemming had been torturing my mom with civil rights conspiracy, shots without consent that made my mom not able to talk or move or walk while they were supporting Boeing weapons sales by refusing to reimburse dental, food, optical, transportation,
medical, taxi bills for my mother that were accrued in the community for my mom's care. The Soviet Union had a consulate general in the Chicago area in 1990, but pulled their consulate since then. Questions can be asked why Russia does not have a consulate in Chicago anymore like if the Ukrainian population or Lithuanian population was the actual reason for the consul general historically plus Chicago's position as fifth largest city at the 1900 year. Discrimination against being Lithuanian and Luxembourg, French, German, Russian, Belgian ancestry is a factor in this discrimination. Nobel Prize Winner discrimination is real as Yassir Arafat died soon after winning a Prix Nobel.
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